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Abstract

Telework is slowly outgrowing the economic-technological context in which it was originally

conceptualized. The perspective on telework has developed as a result of new experiences

and conceptual insights. Nowadays telework azrangements in general are receiving more

attention as cultural and organizational phenomena affecting the fundamental structure

underlying cultural behavior and organized activity. In this conference paper we argue that

conceptual deficiencies in the conventional definition serve as obstacles to ascertain the

potential for telework. It is suggested that future research on telework should be directed

towards central issues of organizational functioning and cultural changes rather than being

abducted by technological or economical imperatives. Finally we suggest that the conceptual-

ization of telework will only reach full maturity if the socio-political context associated with

the integration of telework is also included in our understanding of flexible work arrange-

ments.

After a short introduction outlining the conceptual flaws in the .conventional definition of

telework the paper will focus on new insights related to the changing spatial and temporal

structure of organizations. We will argue that spatial-temporal structures serve as a

framework for social power and interest. As a result, changes in the spatial-temporal 'blue-

print' of organizations will beaz direct consequences for exchange relationship between

employer and employee.

Simultaneous concern for economical, technological, organizational and political attributes of

telework arrangements will contribute to the development of a consistent and meaningful

framework in which telework can be studied. Successful introduction of telework will

depend on the ability to address and tackle substantial problems related to different perspec-

tives.
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Introduction

When Nilles, Carlson Gray and Hanneman (1976) coined the concept of 'telecommuting'

their research was aimed at providing public policy makers with practical, technological

solutions for increasing societal problems like urban growth, energy shortages and transpor-

tation congestion.

The concept of telework was based on the idea that transportation could largely be substitut-

ed by information technology and wídespread adoption of flexible work arrangements would

been encouraged if individual business firms or government agencies would perceive the

economic advantages associated with geographical dispersion of labor forces from central

business districts (p. 5).

The economic-technological line of argument, predominant in the conventional definition of

telework, corresponds to the conception of the emerging information economy in which

technological advance is identified as a fundamental factor explaining economical develop-

ment. Although history shows that fundamental changes in the nature of the organization of

production are associated with technological advances, it has been widely recognized that

technological development cannot be regarded as a unique, independent factor determining

economical development. The adoption of new information technologies should be under-

stood as a social process, since social actors do not passively receive new technologies but

shape them to there own ends and transform them as they learn about new possibilities.

In the case of telework, the basic assumption that economic feasibility supported by new

information technology would facilitate the adoption of telework arrangements proved to be

a fallible ideal. The view that a transport or telecommunications costlbenefit analysis is a

significant factor in the choice of whether or not to adopt remote working patterns has not

been supported by practice or research (Huws, 1990; Bailyn, 1989; Olson, 1987, 1988;

Kraut, 1987). Olson's research (1988) already showed that the potential economic advantag-

es associated with telework do not outweigh the social and organizational problems linked

with such a radical relocation of office space.
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By the end of the 1980s several researchers concluded that telework could not be studied

along any single parameter or dimension. "Form of work organization, place of work

contractual arrangements, etc. are all relevant or necessary parameters in a definition of

telework, but are not sufficient if seen in isolation" (Gordon, 1988; Korte, 1988). However

appealing, the substitution of transportation and geographical dispersion of work places as

such could not be seen isolated from the broader social organization of production (Van der

Wielen 1991; Van der Wielen, Taillieu, Poolman 8c Van Zuilichem, 1993).

Until now few researchers have questioned the underlying assumptions of initial approaches

to telework in order to develop a more meaningful theoretical framework, although many

recognize that the concept is distorted or ill-defined (Holti 8t Stern, 1986; Huws, 1990).

One possible explanation for the lack of profound conceptual research was the enormous

attention telework received in the popular press after revolutionary projections of futurist

envisioning telework as the most important form of work organization in the future (e.g.

Toffler, 1980). Predictions were largely based on oversimplified and deterministic economic

arguments premised by a one-dimensional interpretation of technology (Jackson, 1992). Two

cases of telework were regularly used as an example to support predictions of future

working practices. The case-studies of F-international (Shirley, 1988) and CPS, (a branch of

ICL) appear almost ubiquitously in scientific literature. These case studies were mostly self

reporting in nature providing anecdotical evidence for the viability of telework and often

used to advertise the company involved (Brocklehurst, 1989; Jackson, 1990). Working

practices at F-international and CPS were by no means new work arrangements but dated

back to the 1960s. Although both cases involved programmers and system analysts working

at home their communication was rarely mediated by IT, demonstrating that technology

alone did not determine the design of working practices (Kinsman, 1987; Jackson, 1992). In

the case of FI the individual home worker was engaged in the development of IS applica-

tions, simply using pen and paper. Home work arrangements were developed to contract

high skilled women trained in computer programming who left employment to take care of

their children (Shirley, 1987; Holti, 1994).

The common denominator of these well-known examples exclusively pertains to the shift in

physical work place, from company offices to working at home, giving little attention to the

organization of work or organizational changes. Many test-cases, pilot studies and experi-
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ments that were modeled after these popular examples also failed to recognize that the work

place is not primarily a physical location but rather the locus for a collective endeavor and

as such, largely social in nature (Hirschheim 1985; Jackson, 1992; Gillespie 8r, Feng, 1994).

The active promotion of telework, based on the conventional conception that individual work

places are interchangeable given the appropriate technical infrastructure has shown poor

results.

Promises of increased worker satisfaction and improved productivity if individual workers

were given more freedom regarding their working conditions or work methods did not

convince employers to accept telework readily. The conventional conception of telework

proved to be based on dubious premises concerning the nature of work; work is not an

individual activity but rather a collaborative effort (Olson, 1988; Gillespie 8t Feng, 1994).

Consequently more attention should be paid to effectiveness and eff'iciency of established

work routines and alternative work processes for teleworkers should be developed to avoid

serious problems of co-ordination and control.

The introduction of telework in several European countries proved to be evolutionary instead

of revolutionary. In case of the Netherlands, active promotion by the Ministry of Traffic and

Public Works and the Dutch Telework Forum (a representative body of hard- and software

industries, government, labor unions and employers organizations) to convince large

amounts of employers to implement telework has shown only moderate and temporary

successes. Pilot experiments focused mainly on the usefulness of homework as a weapon in

the fight against traffic congestion and environmental pollution (see Hagenbeek, Jongerius 8t

Overmars, 1991).

Although several companies succeeded to minimize the total number of commuting trips, the

use of information technology in some cases also expanded the organizational radius of

action. As a result the potential area for business related travel extended and the total

number of miles travelled increased again (De Bruin, 1993).

Successful small scale projects were occasionally followed by a formal introduction of

alternative work schedules in several departments, largely motivated to accommodate

individual employees with special needs. New work schedules were mostly set up at
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department level and did not spread throughout the company. Overall, no dramatic re-

structuring of work and organization was considered.

Concentrating mainly on work design, researchers often neglected the wider purpose of the

job, task or function. Research focussed on individual outcomes of telework arrangements

(like individual preferences of workers regarding their work place, measures of individual

satisfaction and subjective accounts of productivity), failing to address the larger business

agenda. Insufficient attention was paid to the rapidly changing business environment and

major problems confronting organizations nowadays to develop a meaningful vision on

organizing in which telework could be introduced as viable solution or a strategic issue.

The cultural-organizational perspective on telework

Several authors have sought to re-conceptualize telework referring to the transition process

from a modern society based on bureaucratic mass-production to a post-modern society

based on flexible, client-oriented production, to develop a meaningful cultural-organizational

framework. In this line of research the context in which telework is emerging is considered,

including major changes in the environment of organizations (e.g. Jackson, 1990; Van der

Wielen, 1992; Van der Wielen et al, 1993; Gillespie 8c Feng, 1994; Roe, Taillieu 8t Van

der Wielen, 1994) and developments in society at large, as for instance the growing

individualization, changes regarding the sexual division of labor and changes in office-work

I home-family roles (e.g. Becker, 1981; Perin, 1990; Gurstein, 1991). Within this frame-

work telework is regarded as a subject that needs careful study, as implementation affects

the fundamental structure underlying cultural behavior and organized activity. A short

account of the cultural-organizational argumentation will be given below. For practical

reasons we will confine ourselves to a brief outline of organizational changes associated with

the transition from modern to post-modern management.

Increasing environmental turbulence has confronted bureaucratic, hierarchical organizations

with their inability to adapt to changing circumstances and their failure to reduce uncertainty

and enhance stability necessary for production.
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Modern society relied on mass-production industry that was repetition oriented, pursuing

efficient reproduction of a limited variety of products or services and enabling increasing

returns to scale. Mass-production management consequently separated conception from

execution, encouraged routinization and fragmentation of tasks and achieved coordination

and control by formal procedures and rigid hierarchical structures. Large bureaucracies

adopted rigid structures because they perceived the future as stable and certain. As the

environment posed few threats, there was no need for systems that were highly responsive.

As adaption was not a major issue, decision making could be highly centralized and control

procedures highly formalized. These chazacteristics were optimal in growing but relatively

stable markets.

Global competition, shorter life cycles of products and services, pressure to speed up

product development and rate of innovation, deregulation, the unification of the European

Market and especially a turbulent financial sector force modern management to replace rigid

hierarchical structures with more fluid and dynamic horizontal relationships (Taillieu, 1989).

In an environment of rapid change, requiring constant innovation, a more 'organic' or 'in-

tegrative' organization that defies the bureaucratic model is probably more effective (Moss-

Kanter, 1991).

The overall impact of the new corporate strategies and forms is to de-legitimize bureaucracy,

weaken the power of hierarchy and loosen the employment relationship (Moss Kanter,

1991).

New organizational strategies seek to minimize obligations and maximize options, derive

power from access and involvement rather than from full control, keeping filed costs low

and utilize as much possible variable means to achieve corporate goals by encouraging

continuous regrouping of people, functions and products (Moss Kanter, 1991)

By redistributing organizational activities organizations aim to reduce organizational

complexity, increase flexibiliry, improve efficiency and create new strategic opportunities.

Complexity is intrinsically related to organizational size creating problems of coordination

and control and is reduced by simplifying the organization for instance by eliminating activ-

ities that are not seen as vital to organizational survival, delayering or creating self support-

ing, small business units (Keen, 1991). Flexibility is increased by renouncing structural
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solutions and building on flexible processes for instance to improve strategic mobility and

enhance responsiveness, making a timely reaction to environmental changes possible.

Finally, efficiency is increased for instance by eliminating non-productive activities and

taking on commitments in strict proportion to the immediate needs of the organization.

The re-distribution of activities causes existing boundaries between different internal

organizational units to disappear, while at the same time the external boundaries of the

organization become more and more blurred because of the geographical distribution of

activities on a larger scale. As a result of redesign processes new organizational forms

emerge that are characterized by temporal and spatial dispersion (Van der Wielen, 1991;

Van der Wielen et al, 1993; Gillespie 8r. Feng, 1994). These 'dispersed organizations' as we

call them, are designed to overcome time-and-place constraints associated with rigid

bureaucratic structuring and can be distinguished from existing bureaucratic organizations

because they are based on a different design philosophy with regard to how, where and

when work is done. As such the 'telework' is conceptualized as an aspect of a broader

transformation of organizations that is closely related to the dispersion of organizational

activity in space and time (Van der Wielen et al, 1993).

Changes in the spatial-temporal structure of organizations

According to Urry (1985) any given form of organization implies particular spatial relations

and a specific structuring in time. Mass-production industry for instance depended largely

upon a concentration of people, tools and resources in a common setting in order to impose

a particular time-regime and synchronize activity, thereby optimizing joint-performance

(Starkey, 1989; Roe et al, 1994). Rigid bureaucratic structuring, the ability to routinize and

repeat activities proved to be the key success factors for mass-production industry (Hassard,

1989). The performance of concentrated organizations depends largely on co-ordination of

activities between employees who co-operate regularly on a certain time and place in order

to reach organizational goals.

Concentrated organizations replace market exchange relationships by intra-organization

collaboration that is reliable and dependable over time. Organizations came to internalize
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market transactions and eliminated individualistic, opportunistic, non-cooperative and uncon-

strained exchange behavior that characterized the market place in order to replace it with

goal-oriented, collective action by committed, responsible and accountable individuals to

ensure a reliable (re)production of goods and service over time (Powell, 1990). Within

concentrated organizations co-ordination of activities takes place between interdependent

actors that regulazly meet each other, generally know each other, have a history of previous

interactions and possess a good deal of organization specific knowledge. Spatial compactness

was a precondition to ensure compliance between actors, for co-ordination and control were

largely based on face to face meetings and visible cues.

Dispersed organizations however aze being characterized by a relative absence of time- and

place constraints with respect to the interaction between operational units. Important

elements of the design structure of dispersed organizations are the low visibility of behavior,

flexible interdependence between different parts and vague organizational boundaries. In

dispersed organizations regular co-presence of actors is minimal. Relative independence of

workers seems to give way to market-like methods of co-ordination and control like self-

control of performance based compensation schemes.

The implementation of new technologies is perceived as an interpretive, active process of

social construction facilitating the transformation of spatial-temporal structure of production.

Information technology provides a basis for social actors to experiment with novel forms of

spatial arrangements in response to (new) needs they experience. The need for spatial

proximity which derived from the time taken to convey basic, routine information or

decisions, is transformed by high-tech tools and organizational restructuring.

New information technology can provide new solutions to existing problems and can be

regarded as an important facilitator of change in so far the use of technology makes it

possible to overcome organizational time and place constraints. New information technology

thereby suggests options for alternative work schedules and employment arrangements (part

time work and job-shazing without career penalties, pazental leaves, shorter work weeks and

longer vacations, flexitime schedules) that transform spatial and temporal organization of

activities.
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However, neither time nor space can be understood independently of social processes.

Jackson (1994) argues that it is neither time nor space in an absolute sense that are the

central matters of concern: it is the human appropriation and experience of time and space

which renders them social significance. The social signiiicance of spatial and temporal

structures is, amongst others, reflected in the cultural values and norms of the organization.

Mass production industry for instance relied on a strong culture encouraging punctuality,

precision, diligence, discipline, obedience and conscientiousness to support time-space

concentration and maintain coherence of the collectivity (see Erneste, 1989). As such co-

ordinates of space and time have served as surrogates of performance and discipline: time-

span and presence for instance are indications for performance, visibility is an indication for

status, hierarchical position an indication for reward and privilege, and homework an

indication for overwork (Perin, 1990). As such we agree with Perin (1990) that the spatial

temporal construction of organized behavior in conventional wo:k practices is not merely

functional or pragmatic but primarily socio-political in nature.

The socio-political perspective on telework

According to Perin (1990) a cultural analysis of current work practices shows 'the moral

fabric of the o~ce' is intrinsically associated with spatial and temporal boundaries defining

organizational authority, legitimacy and trust. The physical and temporal concentration of

activities is the foundation for bureaucratic power: "... time-space 'packing' of groupings of

individuals in confined locales where continuous supervision in circumstances of co-presence

can be carried on is obviously highly important to the generation of disciplinary power"

(Giddens, 1984, p. 157).

'Politically place, space and time index power and prestige. The 'top floor' designates not

only highest organizational status but also implies distance from more mundane concerns.

The manager who keeps a desk between him~herself and subordinates emphasiZes his~her

authority. Similarly, control over others' time allocations defines not only formal occupa-

tional status (Jacques, 1982) but situational influence as well, as when the chairperson who

arrives late legitimates a position simply by having kept others waiting' (Perin, 1990, p.

248).
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Because telework reveals alternative space-time constructions it can be associated with a

potential transformation of conventional power or disruption of exchange relationships within

organizations. Visibility associated with physical co-presence is a signal for the employees'

subordination and dependence that provided employers with a strong starting-point in the

negotiations for reliable exchange relationship in their favor. Invisibility or distance from the

office is seen as a symbol of self-management and thereby as a rejection of supervisors'

rights to inspect work or discipline workers, creating suspicion if the exchange relationship

is not re-negotiated.

To illustrate this point we refer to the 'networking' experiments of Ranx Xerox (Judkins 8t

West, 1982). In the case of Ranx Xerox individual experts, that accounted for a large part of

the total wage costs were outsourced and given an independent status, thereby reducing

employment cost considerably. At the same time exchange relationship between worker and

employer was modified to include market-like methods of coordination and control. The

self-employed 'networkers' of Ranx Xerox established their own limited company and

provided services to the parent company among other companies. Self employed consultants

were given full discretion and prices on the free market alone determined production and

exchange. The exchange relationship between Ranx Xerox and the self-employed consultants

was modified to allow reciprocal, mutually supportive cooperation serving the interests of all

parties involved. It worked for most of the self employed, independent consultants.

Although changes in the organization of work and new information technologies question the

relevance and validity of existing exchange relationships, the initiative for reform is not

always a shared concern of both employers and employees. The advantages of telework do

not necessarily apply for both employer and employee in spite of the fact that telework is

often presented as a work arrangement that can overcome this old dilemma by creating a

mutual, win-win situation for employees and employers alike (Van der Wielen, 1993). The

'mutual gain' argument is questionable since contemporary organizational thinking is still

largely based on an industrial ideology that fosters hierarchical inequality, management

induced discipline, worker obedience, control rather than trust and time-place autonomy

restricted to a few.
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The relation between employer and employee is firmly established in a number of social

institutions that are inclined to reproduce, stabilize and continue already existing relation-

ships.

The regulation of hierarchical exchange relationships is for instance reflected in recruitment

evaluation procedures, control procedures, reward and career systems, that have socialized

generations of workers. Furthenmore, the reproduction of existing industrial relations is

sustained by institutionalized bodies, as for instance labor unions, employers organizations,

labor legislation and government policies that are firmly rooted in bureaucratic, mass-

production ideology. Because telework suggests to replace discipline by trust and inequality

by interdependency it affects the fundamental characteristics of the conventional industrial

relationships. As such telework poses a serious threat to firmly established interest of

employers and employees. As these relations can only be expected to change very slowly,

the large scale adoption of telework will probably take some time.

Conclusion

Telework gained wide spread popularity rapidly because the idea of substituting transport for

information technology seemed to provide a simple and easy solution for several complex

societal problems. Although the conventional definition of telework seems viable at first

glance, the conceptualization shows serious flaws and widespread adoptation was hampered

by organizational problems. To complicate matters further dramatic changes have taken

place in the development of technology and organization of work since the 1970s that render

the conventional conceptualization obsolete.

We suggest that future research on telework should be directed towards central issues of

organizational functioning and cultural changes rather than being abducted by technological

or economical imperatives. Furthermore we suggest that more attention should be paid to the

effects of flexible working on the socio-political exchange relationships between employer

and employee, because it clarifies a great deal of the resistance against flexible working

practices.
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In order to develop a meaningful framework to study telework the technological, economi-

cal, organizational and political consequences related to flexible working practices should be

taken into account simultaneously. Successful introduction of telework will depend on the

ability to address and tackle substantial problems related to these different perspectives.
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